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Prayer Action Review Spinner 

For ages 5-7 

How to Make it: 

1. Cut out the circles on pages one and two, following the outline. 

2. Stack the smaller circle on top of the other one. 

3. Stick a split pin in middle to attach. 
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How to Play: 

~Age 5 

This game will help memorize the actions; colour in the sections of the names in the match-

ing bird colour (example colour the word “takbir” space yellow): 

Spin the wheel then act out whatever action shows up in the opening and read the name of 

the action out loud too; bonus bird means you can do any action you want.  

 

~Age 6 

This game will test knowledge of the actions using the terms:  

Spin the wheel then act out the action whose name shows above the red bird; then slide 

over to check if the picture matches what the bird did, to see if you were correct; if correct 

you get a point; bonus bird allows you an extra point, and you can act out any action you 

choose. 

 

~Age 7 

This game will test knowledge of the terms using the pictures; cut away the outer circle with 

the names; write the names on the back instead for checking your answer:  

Game A: Spin and name the action of the bird that shows in the opening; flip to back to 

check your answer; if correct, you earn a point; bonus bird gives you an extra point. 

Game B: Go through the circle starting in order with Takbir, naming the actions and acting 

them out, and continue for two rounds showing the actions for a two-rakaah prayer in 

proper order; slide the spinner around to show qunoot in the correct order, and include the 

purple bird twice. Get the correct sequence and win; compete against a timer to make it 

more challenging! Extreme Challenger Level:  Spin and recite what you say for each action! 

 


